CONGRATULATIONS
and best wishes
to the
Chicago Tribune
on its
CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY

John M. Smyth Company

Pen, philosophy, nonsense and poetry—you'll find the cream of the crop in Charles Collodi's famous column, A LINE OR TYPE OR TWO, every weekday in the Tribune.

INDIANA JOINS IN TRIBUTE AT CENTENNIAL FETE

Gov. Gates Lasts Tribune at Banquet

Gov. Albert E. Gates of Indiana spoke briefly at the Tribune's Centennial Banquet.

"I am pleased, last to pay tribute to the newspaper industry one of the most serviceable institutions of the century when the largest newspaper publishing company in the world. I am proud to express my appreciation of the efforts of this company in bringing to the people of Indiana and the nation the news of the day and the news of the world."

"The Tribune is a newspaper of the highest caliber. It is a newspaper that stands for the best in journalism. It is a newspaper that stands for the best in American democracy. It is a newspaper that stands for the best in American culture. It is a newspaper that stands for the best in American life."

"The Tribune is a newspaper that stands for the best in journalism. It is a newspaper that stands for the best in American democracy. It is a newspaper that stands for the best in American culture. It is a newspaper that stands for the best in American life."

"I am proud to have been associated with the Tribune and I am proud to have been part of its history."

VOTE TO INDICT TWO FOR THEFT FROM DEAD MAN

A bill, introduced by Mrs. George W. Brown, to the Illinois General Assembly, provides for the trial of two men for the theft of a dead man.

"The bill provides for the trial of two men for the theft of a dead man. One of the men is the owner of the dead man, who had a policy of insurance on the life of the dead man. The other man is the beneficiary of the policy."

"The bill provides for the trial of two men for the theft of a dead man. One of the men is the owner of the dead man, who had a policy of insurance on the life of the dead man. The other man is the beneficiary of the policy."

Manda Brothers

Manda Brothers

a new cologne by

Priest M. Maciuchelli

Fresh, fruity, crisp, ending as a Tom Collins on a hot day...this new summer-fight fragrance by Priest Maciuchelli. Fresh feel, gift boxed. 4 oz. $1.50

new! Fountain Lipstick Brush with long curl for perfume

"TAILORED LIPS"

These ultra-soft brushes in one beautiful gold-plated case...five brush bristles, lipstick holder and perfume dispenser. Filled with any size of your favorite brand of lipstick in gold. Single turn of the spinner reveals lipstick brush, long curl for perfume.

a new cream helps give you longer, bevelered eyelashes

MOR-LASH

You'll be thrilled when you peel the mirror and see the striking eyelashes MOR-LASH will add to your own. Helps give longer lashes, accentuate their natural curl. Clear or mascara type. 1 oz. $1.50

Buy United States Savings Bonds

Shop in Air-Cooled Comfort!

speaking white pique-naperv

PLASTIC HANDBAGS

roomy, smart, washable!

$5.00 and $5.50

a. Cover little box of a bag with convenient double copy handles. Very summery-wise for summer. 5.00
b. Top handle peach bag with soft "drammole" back. Wonderful with your summer sunsuit. 8.50
Handbags...Air-Cooled First Floor...Women's

HANES NYLON NUDES

In 3 different leg lengths

135

135...80 beautifully...in these perfectly proportioned leg lengths: short, medium, tall. $4.95 to $5.00. In "Magenta", a fetching shade for summer time. Extra sheer Hosiery Nudes, L50 and L65. Hosiery...Air-Cooled First...Women's

sun-creased coal cotton

plissé ruffle dress by "Dicklea Burs"

Wear this party print in or out of the house with equal ease! Candies like a handkerchief. Simple to slip into—high up the front. Rose print in klee, rose or lavender on white. 12.25-14.50

mail order or call State 1750

Twelve months to pay this N'MOLD dress. If you've lost your job or a career, you may have a Charge Account here. Inquire Credit Office, 11th Floor.